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ABSTRACT 

The-'comparative statj.cs of a one-sector, three-factor competitive 

economy are analyzed by mathematically specifying the'demand and supply' 

functions fot -each factor and solving the resulting system of equations 

for the impacts 0) alternative antfpovarty programs. Within the income 

maintenance category"(NIT's, .earnings supplements, and wage subsidies) 

the rankings implicit in impact effect analysis recur when general 

fqulllbfiin effects are considered. Wage subsidies are more transfer. 

efficient than the NIT or earnings supplement. The size of policy 

multipliers are, however, quite sensitive to elasticities of substitution 

in production. The general equilibrium impact of targeted employment 

and, training programs is quite different from the Impact effect. 

Expanding the employment of the skilled lowers the income of the less 

skilled, especially wheri elasticities of substitution and occupational 

choice are low. The general equilibrium effects of transferring workers 

from the low- to the high-skilled work force imply that education and 

training are by far the most cost-effective means of aiding the low skilled. 



The General Equilibrium Impact of Alternative 
Antipoverty Strategies: Income Maintenance, 

Training and Job Creation 

In recent years, a variety of strategies for'reducing poverty have 

bean suggested and tried. Since the defeat of the Family Assistance Plan, 

interest has tended to focus on programs that maintain .stronger work 

incentives (i.e., those (hat condition payments on work effort). A 

small combination wage and earnings supplement.plan was reported to the 

Senate by the Finance Committee' In .September 1972, and an earnings 

supplement for families with'Children is now law. Programs of direct 

employment in the public sector (CETA) and subsidized employment in the 

privaoe sector (WIN, JOBS) are underway and growing. 

Professional discussion of the comparative merits of wage supple 

ments, earnings supplements, and Nil's is extensive (Barth, 1972; Garfinkel,

1973; Haveman, 1975; Kesselman, 1969; Zeckhauser, 1971). Much of the work,- 

however, has implicitly assumed that rates of pay are unaffected by the 

choice and size of an income maintenance program. Evaluations of train 

ing programs have made the same assumption. It has frequently been pointed 

out that conclusions drawn from a partial equilibrium framework may not be. 

valid when all market Interactions are taken Into account. Barth '(1974) has 

shown in a one-sector partial equilibrium model that the parameters', of the 

demand side of the low-skill labor market have substantial effects on the 

transfer efficiency (the increase in target grjup income per dollai of 

subsidy) of a,wage supplement. Programs that increase the supply of low- 

skill labor (wage subsidies paid to employees) tend to lower their rates of 

pay. Miezkowski's (1974) examination of the impact of wage subsidies



and public employment programs "in a general equilibrium model also showed 

that the assumed elasticities of substitution have important effects on 

the Impact of the policy. 

Antipoverty programs also have many important 'indirect effects oft 

the economy. Programs that withdraw low-skill labor from the private 

aactor -MIT's, employment programs, and training programs-tend-to 

 raise this wage. The market responses to antipoverty programs do. not end 

there. Shifts in relative wages, induce changes in £ raining decisions' 

which, over time, affect-'the skill composition of the work force. Change's 

in GNP due to labor-supply responses to income maintenance programs .result 

,in proportionate changes in saving and eventually in proportionate changes 

JLn the site of the capital stock. The rate of return on capital responds, 

and this in turn influences saving and hence the long run capital stock. 

'When the, distribution as well as the size of the pie is an issue of social 

concern,.these general equllibrium'adjustments become especially important. 

This pa.per attempts to provide a general equilibrium framework for 

comparing the merits of alternative methods of raising the incomes of the 

employable'poor. The- strategy is to specify, a complete and interacting 

set of factor.markets, parameterize alternative program types In a manner 

convenient to this specification,-and then solve the system of equations 

that*characterize this economy for the comparative static response to the 

initiation of a small version of each program type. Solution of the system 

of equations^produces policy multipliers for pre- and postsupplement 

waga rates, hours worked, target group income, the numbers of skilled and 

unskilled workers in the -economy, and GNP. The program types considered 



are wag* supplements (WS), earnings supplements (ES), negative income 

tax- (NIT), employment programs (EP), and'education and training 

programs (Bit) and night school training programs (NST). The summary 

statistics upon which I focus are the change In GNP and the change in 

target group income (transfer efficiency) per dollar of program cost. 

The analysis confirms earlier findings that a wage supplement would 

promote work effort and Increase GNP more''than an earnings supplement or 

NIT. While the direction of program effects is not reversed by accounting 

for,label? demand interactions, the magnitude of effects is changed, often 

substantially. A comparison of results for single labor market supply-

.demand models and full general equilibrium models suggests that analysis of 

a single labor market can be misleading. The most striking finding, however., 

is the powerful general equilibrium effect of education and training 

programs on GNP and on the income of the low skilled. Education and 

training programs (E&T) with Impact benefit-cost ratios of one (and 

therefore no initial effects on GNP) have short-run transfer efficiencies 

as high as 13.7 'and GNP multipliers as high as 2.5.' High elasticities 

of substitution between high- and low-skill workers and/or high occupational 

choice elasticities lower these multipliers, but training programs (with 

impact B/C = 1) remain a considerably more efficient means of aiding-the 

low skilled for all reasonable values of parameters. 

In section I mathematically characterize the simplified economy in 

which the effects of alternative antipoverty strategies will be simulated. 

The route by which each program influences this economy is also specified. 

In section1 2 recent research on'the values of the crucial parameters Is 



discussed. For some parameters wage elasticities of labor supply and 

-the Impact effects of the NIT a concensus has emerged. For others  

elasticities of substitution, occupational choice elasticities, 'and 

saving elasticities with respect to the rate of return controversy 

remains and so reasotable ranges are chosen for simulation. Section 3 

presents 'the results and discusses their sensitivity to the choice of 

parameter values. Section 4 provides a summary of the paper, makes 

suggestions for future tesearch, and draws a few tentative policy 

implications. 

1. Specification of the Model 

The simplest general equilibrium framework within which to analyze 

the effects of subsidies 'available to only part of the labor force is 

the three-factor, one-sector model of. a competitive economy. Labor 

supply, occupational choice, choice of production technique, 'and savings 

are determined endogenously within the model. The specification of only 

.one product.market, 'however, precludes the analysis of product substitution 

and partial subsidies of a factor that are specific to a particular group 

of industries. The assumption of a closed economy means that immigration, 

International capital flows, and the quantities and prices of imports 

and exports are assumed to be exogenous to the model. The assumption 

that all markets are. competitive implies that the demands for and supply 

of each factor of production are equilibrated by changes in real wages, 

and not by queuing or unemployment. While the Use of a static equilibrium 

model greatly simplifies both the analysis and the presentation, it can not 



give an exact characterization of the path of convergence to the final 

equilibrium. Extensions of the. model which consider these phenomena 

would, of course. be useful out are beyond the scope of this paper. 

Production Sector 

The production sector of this economy is assumed to be characterized 

by a value-added production function that exhibits constant returns to 

scale (CRTS}. All labor is aggregated into two skill groups: the low- 

skill1 group which receives the subsidy and the high-skill group which 

doe* not. The third factor is capital. All factors are paid their 

marginal products. All variables are written in their log form. The 

total derivative of the production function with respect to the inputs 

can be written as 

dQ - KjdxJ + <2dX^ + .cJdX* (1) 

where Q the log of output 

X* • the log of the total supply of each factor 

K. • the share of the "i"th factor in total compen
sation which sum to one Etc. • 1. 1  

Equation (1) implies that the elasticity of output with respect to the 

quantity of input 1 is equal .to the "i"th Input's share of total compen 

sation. Equation (1) is an exact representation of a CRTS Cobb-Douglas 

production function whether factors are paid their marginal product or 

not. Cobb-Douglas technology is not needed, however because as long 

as factors are paid their marginal product and inputs are defined in 



efficiency units, equation (1) is a good local approximation of any 

constant returns to scale convex production frontier. 

From the cost function that is dual to this production function; we 

derive factor demand functions. They may be locally approximated by 

for 1 - 1, _2, 3 (2) 

where symmetry makes 0 .. o 

Vil + K2ai2 + K3°i3 " 

P* • the log of the price paid by firms for the "i"th input 

0.. » Alien partial elasticity of substitution between the 
J "i"th and the "J"th inputs. 

The" assumption of constant returns to scale (CRTS) Is responsible for the 

fact that the elasticity of demand for factor inputs with respect to output 

.is unitary. Holding output fixed, the elasticity of dentand for the "l"th 

input with respect to the price of the "j"th inputs is-K.O.. (Alien, 1968, p. 508). 

The sum over j Is zero. Thus for given output, there Is no change In factor, 

demand if all Inputs experience the same proportionate change in price. As 

a result of the constraints on the o and <.".., only two of the three 

factor demand functions are linearly independent. 

The price of output is chosen as numeraire. It Is convenient for the 

wage rates and Incomes' in 'the system to be denominated in real units so 

we constrain the change in the price of output to be, zero: 

Change in the price of output - (3) 



The production, factor demand, and price equations provide four 

linearly independent equations In seven unknowns — three factor   prices, 

three-factor quantities and the quantity of output. Factor supply is 

all that remains to be considered. 

The Supply of Capital 

In the short run (less than one year), the supply of capital is 

fixed. -In the long run,'the supply of capital is proportional to the  

level of total output (n,„ " 1) and responds to the rate of return with kQ * 
an elasticity between 0 and +1. The positive response to the rate of « 

return can be due to either a positive elasticity of savings with respect 

to the rate of return or to a higher savings rate on the part of capitalists 

(Branson, 1972, p. 398):' 

(A) 

where n. is the sum of the pure rate of return supply 
response and the "capitalists save more response;" 

n. -x R reflects .the fact that the money paid d out to. hire 
kg 1 low-skill workers in an EP is just saved Just like 

other forms of labor Income. 

It is by no means clear that the sum of the pure rate of return 

elasticity of savings and the "capitalists are savers" effect is large 

or even positive. Two studies of the interest rate elasticity of personal 

saying (which is over half of net capital formation) have obtained opposite 

results (Weber, 1970; Wright, 1967). Corporations do save at a higher rate 

than'individuals, but rational economic behavior on the part of individuals 

who own corporate stock would lead them to adjust their consumption behavior 

to changes in the value of their portfolios. Empirical work on the 



consumption function supports this view (Ando and Modigliani,. 1969; 

Kasche, 1972). The high-income Individuals who receive a large share of 

asset income may have a higher savings rate, but, unless their savings rate 

out of permanent income is drastically higher there, is only a minor impact 

on the rate of return elasticity of savings. 

The Supply of Labor 

The Supply of a specific type of labor has two distinct components: 

the occupational choice decision that determines the stock of people with* 

a particular set of skills (N.), and the hours of work decision by people 

With that skill. Since these two decisions operate multlpllcatively, the 

total supply of labor is additive In the logs 

X? - N. + X. - R. for 1-1 (5a) 
^ l l J for 1 - 2 (5b) 

where N - log of the number of people with the "i"th 
1 level of skill; 

X. - log of the average hours worked per year by people 
1 of this skill level; 

R T - impact of. an employment program. The negative J of the log of one minus the proportion of'the skill 
group in the employment program. 

The average hours worked by members of the "i" th skill group depends 

upon the wage level and the impact effect of the income maintenance 

program being simulated. 

X. - A. + *.P. + h.dX./dR for 1 - 1 (6a) 
* * * 1 * * for 1 - 2 (6b) 

where *. - wage elasticity of labor supply of the "l"th 
skill group; 

h. - . proportion of the "i"th skill group eligible for 
subsidy. Eligibility is a function of demographic 
characteristics, not of industry of employment. 



Impact affect of an income maintenance program on 
labor supply of the subsidized group as it is 
traditionally measured in simulations assuming 
fixed wage rates. It equals the elasticity of 
labor supply with respect to the proportionate 
increase in income that would occur if the income 
maintenance program did not change wage rates. 

In a wage subsidy the worker receives a payment equal to (hours 

worked) (subsidy rate) (target wage - actual wage) if his wage Is below 

the target wage but above a qualifying wage of somewhere between $1.00 

'and $1.75 per hour. Incentives to expand one's hours of work Increase 

and incentives to quit one's-current job in order to look for a higher 

wage job decrease. If the wage subsidy covers all members of the low- 

skill labor force, its effect on hours worked is given by the wage 

elasticity of low-skill labor supply (i.e., $ - dX./dR). Some proposed 

wage subsidies cover only household.heads or only heads and wives in 

  familieswith children. Eligibility criteria of this kind tend to 

increase the proportion of the funds that go to families below or. near 

the poverty line. Since, however, the labor supply decisions of 

excluded groups—single teenagers and, under some proposals, wives—.are 

highly responsive to higher wage rates, the Impact on labor supply per 

dollar of program cost is lower. While the effect remains positive, 

a wage subsidy to household heads will have a smaller impact on labor 

supply than will a universal wage subsidy (dX./dR,,,^ - Y < $). 

Negative income taxes (NIT's) and earnings supplement programs 

(ES's) tend to reduce the labor supply of subsidized families. For 

the working poor and near-poor, the differences between an NIT and an ES 

are primarily symbolic. The formula for a family's NIT payment--guarantee 



minus .5 times earnings - also applies to tha recapture region of an 

earnings supplement. The bulk of the poor and near-poor families not 

already receiving categorical aid would fall in tha recapture region 

of an earnings subsidy. Below tha racapture range an earnings subsidy 

is a proportional wage subsidy. No payments are received If the 

individualcompletely withdraws froa tha labor market, so an ES Increases 

tha incentive for at least one member of a household to remain in the 

labor force. Tha difference between an ES and NIT lies primarily in 

tha M'a Incentive for household heads to remain in tha labor 'force full 

time. The Increased earnings froa more than full-timework by tha head 

or fromlabor force entry by other members of tha family causes a 

reduction in tha family a- subsidy, just as In an NIT. Since it is 

these dimenalons of labor aupply that have tha strongest income and 

substitution effects, the overall affects of an ES and an NIT on 

tha labor supply of eligible familiaa arequite similar. 

Tha second source of wage rate responsiveness to the supply of labor

is occupational choice. A worker can transfer froma low- to a high- 

skill job only by investing in human capital (schooling or on-the-job

training). On-the-job training is assumed to be general training and 

to ba offered by employers only in jobs- that receive less than the 

going low-skill rate of pay. This rate of pay is P » 8P,, where 

P. and P. ere the arithmetic, valuea of-the price of an hour of labor* 

(i.e., P. • InP.) and 8 la a constant between iero and one. Proa tha 

point of view of the worker, the benefit-coat ratio for undertaking 

on-the-job* training la a function of the ratio*of the wage differentials 

for skill (W2 - W,)*to tha wage sacrifice necessary Co obtain an entry 



Israel job that provides training (W. - Wn). The W's represent the 

arithmetic values ef the postsubsidy average wege rate (W. - InW.). 
X 

Note that-at or'below the target wage the price of labor to the 

employer P. is related to the average postsubsidy wage by 

H^." (l-t)P. + (t)W where t Is the proportion of the difference between  

the producer-paid wage and the target wage (W ) that Is Raid as a wage 

subsidy. Thus the private benefit-cost ratio for training for jobs within the 

range of the subsidy is

The parameterdescribing the wage subsidy (t) fails to appear in the 

benefit-cost ratio of training.- Parameters describing an ES or NIT will 

also drop out of training's benefit-cost ratio if hours worked in the 

jobs yielding P., P., and P. are the save and the job trained for is in 
2 

the range of subsidy., Modeling the training decision In this way 

laplles that the WS'e, ES's end NIT's are neutral with respect,to the 

Incentive to engage in on-the-job training. This is only approximately 

correct since on-the-job training for jobs yielding Substantially wore 

than the breakeven wage Is encouraged by WS's, ES's, and NIT-'e-. 

Schooling (training that requires a reduction in labor force participation) 

is discouraged by WS's and encouraged by NIT's. I wish.to compare

progress) that have equal initial, effects on incentives to undertake 

education and training and, therefore, assume that students are not 

eligible for the HIT and ES Modeled in this paper. Recognizing that 

certain kinds of training will be encouraged enco and others discouraged, 



I assume that the overall effect is neutral. This then implies that 

the number of people in an occupation depends upon a benefit-cost ratio 

that is afunction .of the presubsldy wage rates only. The benefit-cost 

ratio originally defined in arithmetic Metrics by (7) can be 

approximated In logarithmic Metrics: 

(8) 

where D' - a Constant that depends upon the discount rate.. 
the payoff period, and I. 

Since the decision to undertake education or training is solely a function 

of this benefit-cost ratio, occupational stocks are a function of pay 

differentials only. 

(9) 

(10) 

where 6< is the high skill group's elasticity of occupational 
supply. 

K2^ is the. relative wage elasticity Of supply of the low 
ic. skill group on the assuaptlon that a switch to the 

higher skill occupation requires education or training 
which causes -a current sacrifice of output equal to the 
present discounted value, of the increased productivity 
of the workers receiving training. K./K. translates 

a percentage change in one input into the corresponding 
percentage change In the other. 



The labors-supply sector of the model consistsof five behavioral 

equations—(6a), (6b|), (4), £9), Ltd (10 X—and (5a) and (5b). The 

identities are now substituted into the first two -of the input demand 

equations (2) and the production .function (I): 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

The system of equations describing our simpleeconomy is completed by 

differentiating the remaining equations with reapect to N>» X., P. and R. 

This nine-equation system is presented in matrix format in Table 1. The 

system to be solved has two of the three linearly dependent factor. 

demand .equations [(11) and (12)], « price of output constraint 1(3) X, a 

production function. [(13)], three factor aupply equations [(6a) t (6b> and 

(4) ]• and two occupational choice equations [(9) and (10)]. 

From the policy multipliers that result from the solution' of the 

above system of simultaneous linear equations one may calculate the 

per dollar of program cost impact, of each strategy on target group income 

(SMTB) and on real GNP (AGKP/AS).  

For employment programs I will* assume the workers hired can produce 

real output exactly equal to their wages. Therefore: 

For other programs:  



Table 1 

Matrix Representation of General Equilibrium Model 

P 1 P 2 P 3 Q X l X 2 X 3 N l N 2 WS NIT EP IS TR 

Vii Vp 'Vis 1 -1 o o -1 o"" 
 lydi-j 9 0 0 0 0

Vl2 
.338 
0

.25
0

V22 K3°23 1 ° -1 0 
.294 .168 0 0 0  0

° ° -1 .538 .294 .168 
o o o -1 o o 
*2 oo' o -1 o 

0 -1 
0 0

.538 .294 

o  o 
o 0

d?2/dR | dp3/«; 
dQ/dl 1 

\/A j 
«2/dR  

0 0 
00 
00 

-.25 .4 
.0 T) 

0 
0* 

*0 
1 
0 

0. 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 
.550

° \t nw°'° -1
-.556 0  0 0 0 0 

o o 
-1  0 

«3/dR 
J^/dR 

° ° 
0 0 

1 k0
0 

-\r ° 
0 1.3 

-0 0 0 0 0 '0 0 0 -1 Wj/dR 0000 -1.3 k /k 2



When the entire low-skill group is eligible for' subsidy or employment: 

For education and training programs: 

When the target group is only a proportion (h i) of the skill group: 

dX? dP. 
SMTE " x * IR * « 4*1 d*l 

where dX,/dK. is the proportionate change in labor supply of the; 
target group. 

When subsidy programs are focused on other factor inputs: 

Note that Induced changes In the number of low-skill workers are 

not Included in the Income multiplier for the low skilled. This is 

because the cost of successful training la assumed to be exactly equal to 

the rise in wages, thus the extra people being trained are no better off 

unless the training is subsidized. Including occupational choice effects 

would not, however, change the SKTE'e by an appreciable amount, 

2. Selection of Parameter Values for the General Equilibrium Model' 

There is as yet no consensus on the extent to which relative factor 

prices induce busineaemen to change the proportions of each factor they 



use. Complete sets of consistent factor demand equations for large sectors 

of the economy, have been estimated in only a few studies. The fact that, 

using essentially the same data base (manufacturing), two of the best of 

these studies obtained widely contrasting estimates of elasticities of sub 

stitution should remind us of the limits of our current knowledge of elasti-

cities of substitution between different skill classes of labor. The numer 

ical evaluations of policy multipliers will be performed for the two greatly 

Contrasting production environments presented in Table 2: one with very 

high elasticities of substitution (Berndt and Chriatensen, 1974) and the 

other with very low elasticities of substitution (Kesselmoh, Williamaon, 

and'Berndt, in press). Note that capital and high- skill labor are 

complementary (0.. < 0) in both studies. Cross elasticities of demand 

for the "i"th factor are obtained by multiplying the o.. by the "Jj"th 

factor's share.of compensation. Own elasticities of demand are derived 

by making use of the fact, that SK.OJJ " °-

Labor supply parameters (y., $1 are derived from'work by Garfinkel 

and Masters (forthcoming, Table'11.2) that used data from the Hichlgan 

Panel Study of Income Dynamics. Their results are consistent with 

other nonexperimehtal studies of labor supply and with the results of 

the New Jersey Experiment (Watte, forthcoming). The love-skill workers 

Table 2 

Alien Partial Elasticities of Substitution 

Berndt and Christensen 

Low 

Low 
Skill 

High 
Skill Capital 

Skill 5.51 2.92 

Kesselman,
Williamson,
and Berndt 

High 
Skill 

Capital 

.485 

1.277 

— 

-.477 

-1.94 



who would be eligible for a wage subsidy were assumed to, have the 

demographic characteristics' of people whose hourly wage rates in 1966 

were less than $1.50. Teenagers and wonen—groups whose labor supply  

is quite sensitive to wage rates—forma large portion of this work force. 

As a result, low-skill labor's average wage elasticity (using hours 

worked at under $1.50 an hour by each demographic group aa weights) was 

quite high: 4. T ..25. If only household heads in the low-skill work 
X 

force are examined,' the elasticity is .12. High-skill labor'a wage 

elasticity of supply was calculated using hours worked at more than .$2.50  

by each demographic group ea weights and -.08 as the wage elasticity 

for prime age married males. It was estimated to;J>e zero. 

Estimates of the. impact effect of an NIT on labor supply of subsidized  

groups were also taken from Garfinkel and Masters' simulations (forthcoming, 

Table 11.3). 3 The median reduction in work effort by groups that would 

have been newly, subsidized by an NIT was four-tenths of a percent .for every 

1 percent increase in income. Because an earnings supplement Increases 

incentives fov household heads to remain in the labor force, it should cause a 

smeller contraction of lator supply than would an NIT with the same tax 

rate end breakeven. We assume that the labor-supply reduction per dollar 

of subsidy paid to households with employable workers is 20 percent 
4 smaller for an ES than an NIT. For an BS, therefore, dX,/dR - -.32. 

Estimates of the elasticity of occupational choice with respect te 

the relative wage of skilled work are not available.' Studies of college 

attendance, however, do find-a significant response to the college-high 

school wage differential. Using the starting wage of college graduates 



as the college wage, Bishop (1977) obtained an attendance elasticity 

for the late 1970s that averages 1.014 for males and females 18 to 24. 

Freeman (1975) obtained an enrollment elasticity of  71 for 18 to 24 

year old males using the log of the ratio of the starting college wage 

to average full-time .earnings as the return variable and 3.15 using 

the log of the ratio of college and high school median Incomes as the 

return variable. In the short and medium run, however, the stock of 

college graduates is necessarily less sensitive than these enrollment 

elasticities would indicate. Adjustment of the college labor supply 

to a new wage ratio requires forty years,.a full working lifetime. 

Policy multipliers are presented for values of O that-should bound likely 

occupational supply responses: 8 - .2 and 6-2.0. 

3. Results 

The effects of alternative subsidy programs on GNP arid on the income 

of low-skill workers have been calculated from the solution of the system 

of nine equations; they are presented in Tables 3 and 4. Table 3 presents 

results for an. economy with high elasticities of substitution in production 

(those in the upper triangle of Table 2). Table 4 presents results 'fox 

an economy with very low elasticities of substitution. The first line of 

each panel gives the change In GNP that occurs per dollar of program cos.t 

(AGNP/AS). The GNP effects are a consequence of changes In work effort 

by labor and changes In savings that result from changes in GNP or 

dhanges in the rate of return. Increases dn GNP Imply a welfare gain 

only if the preaubsidy economy is suffering from dead weight TvOrdens due 



Table 3. Impacts on GNP and Income of the Low Skilled Per Dollar of Progran Cost In an Economy 
with 'High Elasticities of Substitution 

1. Impact Effect 4GNP/AS
SKTE 

2. Single Labor Market 
^--4.569 

Wage 
Subsidy 

.25 
1.25  

.24. 
1.19 

WS for 
Household 
Heads 

.12 
1.12. 

.12 
1.11 

Earning 
Subsidy

-.32 
.68

-.30 
.76 

NIT 
-.40-

.60

*:" 

EmploymentProgram
Blue White 
Collar Collar 

0* 0 
0 0 

.05 0 

.26 0 

Investment 
Subsidy 

-
~ 

0 
0 

Education and Training 
School Night School 
or OJT School B/C - .5 

6 1.0 -.5 
1.0 1.0 .5 

1 .22 1.17 -.36 
2.12 1.87 1.19 

LABOR Demand Interdependent
3. Short Run (6 • 0) 

t fixed 
.24 

1.21 

.12" 

1.12 T:S -.39 
.66 

. .03 .00
.15 -.02 

-
-

.15 1.12 -.41 
1.74 1.59 .94 

 
LOW OCC. Mobility (8 • .2) 
4. Short Run 

K fixed 

 

.24 
1.21 

.12 
1.12 

-.31 
.73; 

-.39 
.66 

.03 

.14 
0

-.01 
-
M 

.14 
1.68 

1.11 
1.53 

-.42 
.91 

S. Medium Run = 4 yrs. 
"KQ " ' is>' ntx " ' os 

.26 
1.22

.12 
1.12 

-.43 
.72 

-.41 
.65 

,02
.14 

-.02 
-.02 

.22 

.09 
.19 

1.70 
1.21 
1.58 

-.42 
.91 

6. Long Run 
nn> " lf ")Cr " ° 

.30 
1.24 

.14 
1.11 

-.38 
.70 

-.48 
.62 

..04 . '.15 0
-.01 

0 
0 

.17 
1.69 

1.36 
1.63 

-.51 
.87 

7. Long Run 
.'"XQ " *• "fa " x 

.29 
1.23 

.14 
1.11 

-•37 
.70 

-.46 
.63 

.04 

.12 
-.20 
-.09 

.64 

.26 
.70 

1.90 
1.84 
1.84 

-.22 
.99 

HIGH OCC. Mobility (6 - 2) 
,8. Short Run 

X find 
.24 

1.22
.12 

1.12 
-.31 

.72 
-.39 

.65 
.03 
.13 

.01 

.04 
_ 
-

.08* 
1.40 

1.06 -.45 
1.27 '- .77 

9. Long Run 
nnj ' *• V ° 

10. Long Run

.30
1.24

.29 
1.24 

.14 
1.11 

.14 
1.11 

-.3*' 
.69 

-.37* 
.69 

-.48 
.«! 

-.47 
. .62 

.03 

.13 

-.05 
.10 

.01 

.04 

-.15 
-.03 

0 
0 

.68 

.30 

.10 
1.41 

.43 
1.55 

1.30 -.55 
1.37 .72 

1.60 -.37 
1.51 .80 

MediumOCC. MOBILITY (8 -_1) 

11. Medium Run=4 yrs. 
"KJ " •"•• "tr ' - os 

.26 
.1.22 

.12 
1.11 

'-.33 
.72 

-.41 
.65 

.02'.13 -.01 
.01 

.22 

.09 
:i4 

. 1.53 
1.17 -.44 
1.42 .82 

12. Medium Run = 12 yrs. 
"KJ " •*•- \r * * u 

.27
1.23

As 
1.12 

-.35 
'.71 

-.44 
.63 

.02 

.13 
-.03 

0 

.'22 

.09 
.20 

1.56 
1.30 . -'** 
1.48 .12 



Table 4. Impacts on GNP and Incoae of the Low Skilled Per Dollar of Program Cost in an 
Economy with Low Elasticities of Substitution 

WS for Employment Program Education and Training 
 Wage Household Earning Blue White Investment School Night School 
Subsidy Heads Subsidy NIT Collar Collar Subsidy or OJT School B/C = .5 

 1. Impact Effect on AGNFMS .25 .12 -.32 -.40 0 0 0 1.0 -.5 
8KTB  1.25 1.12 .68 .60 0 0 1.0- 1.0 .5 

2. Single Labor Market .19 .11 -.24 -.30 .24 0 — 1.07 1.80 .16 
^--.763 .94 1.05- 1.07 1.09 1.22 - 6.34 5.07 3.79 

Labor Demand Inderdependent
3. Short Run (e • 0) .20 .10 -.26 -.41 -.33 .18 2.54 3.36 .86 

K fixed 1.02 1.16 .97 .96 .91  -2.03 13.71 12.80 7.31 

Low OCC. Low OCC. Mobility(8 " .2) 
.114. Short tun .22 .11 -.29 -.36 -.18 - 1.23 2.13 .17 

K flmd 1.11 1.14 .85 .82 .54 7.16 6.61 3.83 

5. Medium Run = 4 yrs. .23 .11 -.30 -.37 .11 -.23 .20 1.46 2.39 .26 
IHJ - .25,*^ - .05 1.12 1.14 .85 .81 .54 -.89 .04 7.20 6.66 3.87 

.13 
6< Long fcm .27 -.35 .-.43 .13 -.21 0 1.49 2.58 .21 

1.12 1.14 .84 .80 .55 -.89 0 7.20 6.70 3-85 
KQ KT 

.42 .24 .12 -.31 -.39 7. Long Run .10 -.55 2.79 3.77 .91 
1.12 1.14 .85 .81 .54 .08 7.45 6.92 3.99 

. HIGH OCC. MOBILITY (8 • 2). 
.24 .11 -.30 -.38 .05 .0 - .22 -.36 8. Short Run 1.17 

. K find 1.19 1.12 .76 .70 .26 - 2.09 1.83 1.18 
0 

9. Long Run .29 .14 -.38 -.47 .27  .06  0 -.45 .27 1.45 
•ha,-!. V'° 1.23 1.12 .71 .64 .01 0 2.13 2.04 1.11 

-.18 10. Long Run .29 .14 -.37 -.46 -.06 -.20 .56 .59 1.75 -.40 UK - i. it, » i 1.22 1.12 .72 .64 .18 -.14 2.36 .2.25 1.73 
mf •*• 

Medium OCC. Mobility (• • 1) 
11. MediumRun- : 4 yrs. .23 .12 -.32 -.40 .05 -.06 .22 .49 1.48 -.25 .77^ - .25.- n^ - .05 1.18 1.13 .71 .31 -.17 .14 3.06' 2.79 1.67 

.2212. Medium Run = 12 yrs. .27 .13 -.34 -.43 .05 -.09 .60 1.67 -.23 
1.19 102 .75 \D • ?'• "»> " .12' .69 .30 -.19 .14 3.13 .2.90 1.68 



to an income tax or transfer program already in existence. The second 

line of each panel gives the'change in the target group's Income per 

dollar of program cost (SKTE). 

The first two panels present the results obtained from partial 

equilibrium analysis. The Impact effect (first panel) assumes that 

wage rates paid by employere are fixed. .The second* panel uses Berth's 

model of demand aad supply in a single labor market to evaluate policy 

multipliers. 5

The rest of the panels present full general equilibrium results for 

various assumptions about the elasticity of supply of capital and the  

responsiveness. of .occupational mobility to relative wages. The general 

equilibrium analysis produces amallar estimates of the transfer efficiency 

of programs that withdraw labor from the private sector (NIT, ES and EP) 

than single labor market analysis (compare panels 2 and 3). Programs which 

raise labor aupply (such as the wage subsidy) have their transfer 

efficiency understated by a single-market analysis. We conclude, therefore, 

that analysis of market effects in only one'merket can be misleading. 

Impacts that require adjustment of the capital stock and changes in 

occupational choice can take, a long time to occur. Simulations of 

transitions of full-employment economies to new growth equilibria generally 

find it takes fifteen to forty years to eliminate 75 percent of the 

initial disequilibrium (K. Seto. 1966; ».' Sate, 1963; feldetein. 1974). 6

The formula given by K. Sato Tor tha time it takes to cover 100 percent 

of the displacement of the capital output ratio in

(14)



where g la tha economy 'a growth rate., and 4 and w are, respectively, 

tha .rata of depreciation and obsolescence of capital atock. A capital 

eaare (K) of .35 and a value 'of .09 fofthe .eua g + 6 + u imply that 

23 percent of the displacement la covered* in four year* and 75 percent 

la nineteen year*. Eatlmatea of medium-rua reaponaea to subsidy programa 

are 'necessarily problematical. They are bounded, however, by the aeparate 

aolutloB* obtained for the short and long rune. Furthermore, while the 

potential variability of the apeed of adjustment la a aource of uncertainty, 

the reasonable range of variation for a four-veer n or ft, ia considerably 

•mailer than the variation of the corresponding long-run parametera. ' 

Ha presen^ three eat* of medium-run policy multipliers fof an economy 

ia which the long roa n • .2; the capital-atock takes four yeara to 

cloee 25 percent and twelve years to close 60 percent of the disequilibrium. 

Panel 5 assumes that the four-year 8 Is .2 and panel 11 assumes 

that It la l.*0. If th« long-run 6 were 2.0, panel 5 would be consistent 

with « economy la which training takea a year and only new labor force 

entrant* undertake it. Panel 12 presents twelve-year aultipliera for 

thla same economy. Panel 11 presents four-year multipliers consistent 

with an economy with BO training log and a four-year response on the 

part of older worker* that ia about 40 percent aa large aa| the response 

of new labor force entrant*. 

Vate Subsidies 

By the twin criteria of <X? effects and tranafar efficiency, wege 

subsidies that focua on groupa with  a high labor-aupply elasticity dominate 

moat of the other atrategiee for aiding low-income workers. Within the 



income maintenance category (WS, BS and BTT), tha ranking of prograw 

producad by an "impact af fact" criterion tanda to racur whan general 

equilibrium effects ara used aa tha criterion. Tha increase in labor 

supply producad by tha wage subsidy tends to drive down tha presubsidy

wage rate. Tha lover the alaaticitiaa of substitution, tha largar thia 

decline becomes. In tha short run, whan stocks of human and physical 

capital ara fixed, substitution possibilities in production ara especially

inportant determinants of tranafar efficiency. In tha low-substitution

economy, the universal WS's short-run transfer efficiency ia 1.02—anly 

marginally greater than the Nit's transfer efficiency of .96, In an 

economy with high elasticities of substitution, tha WS's transfer

erfficiencyla 1.21—almost doubla tha NIT's .66. Tha GNP multiplier is

also largar in tha high-substitution aconony (.24 rather than .20). 

By adjusting tha eligibility criteria, for a wage aubaidy it ia possible 

to focus acre of a waga subsidy's impact on families at or below the poverty 

line. One proposal of thia type ia to establish a waga aubaidy United to 

household heads (familytheads and unrelated individuals). Because these 

groups have lower waga elasticities of labor supply than tha excluded 

groups (wives and dependent children), tha induced increase in labor supply 

would ba amellar. Thia ia tha primary reason a wage aubaidy for .household 

heads (VSHR) has GNP multipliers ia the .10 to .14 range, aa compared 

to universal waga, subsidy'a GNP multipliers of .20 and .30. Only half 

of all low-skillworkers would receive a WSHR. Tha uncovered workers 

would face alightly lower wages and would tend to reduce their work effort 

somewhat. Relative to a universal WS, tha wage decline would ba email. 



however, so transfer efficiencies would consequently ba higher when 

elasticities of substitution ara less than one. 

How does accounting for occupational mobility reactions affect policy 

multipliers? Allowing for a response of occupational choica to tha changes 

in tha ralativa waga induced by a WS cauaaa a email increase in the GNP.

multiplier and a aubstantial incraaaa In tha' tranafar efficiency of the

program (compare panel 3 to 4, and 8 or 6 to 9). Tha aubaidy tends to 

lower employtfr-paid wagaa for tha low skilled, which increases the

incentive to undertake on-the-job training. Our GNP and transfer efficiency calculations do not include the higher wages earned by the workers who

obtain training. Including these effects would raise a WS's transfer

efficiency whan 9 « 2 by only .015. 

Tha assumption that tha equilibrium capital stock la proportional 

to GM7 (H. Q 1) but not responsive to rataa of ratura (n, • 0) raisaa 

tha estimated GNP impact (compare panel 4 to 6, or 8 to 9). Tha first- 

round affact of an expanded labor supply on outputs la reinforced by tha 

tendency of .aavinga and, therefore, tha future capital atock to incraaaa.' 

If tha supply of capital responds positively to tha rata of return, tha 

GNP impact of a WS for low-skill workers ia slightly reduced (compare 

panel 6 to 7. or 9 to 10). Vota that tha affect ia .especially large whan 

elasticities of substitution and occupational mobility ara low. Under 

thaaa eircumatancaa a WS for low-skill workers tanda to lower its own 

waga and raise tha price of high-skill workers. Because high-skill 

labor and capital ara complementary, this lowers tha productivity and, 

therefore tha rate of return to capital. This then lowers savings, 



which in tun lowers future capital stock and GHP. Thia process worka 

in th» oppoaita direction when low^akill workara are trainad to fill 

akillad Joba. workers ara attracted to akillad occupations, lowering 

tha wagaa that employers hava to pay* and raising tha return on capital. 

Earnings Supplementa and HIT*a 

Tha general equilibrium analysis of tha MIT and earnings supplement 

reinforces tba conclusions derived from tha partial analyaia of impact 

affacts. Tha reduction in labor supply produced by these programs doaa. 

tend to raise low-skill wages,and this improvestransfer efficiency.  

Savings adjustments to these programs, however, work, in tha opposite

direction and product further declines in GNP and transfer efficiency,

Occupational aobillty raaponaaa alao tend to lower transfer efficiency 

and increase tha GNP reduction. In tha low substitution economy, tha 

KIT'a tapaet tranafar efficiency of .6 rises to x .96 whan abort-run labor 

demand and wage rata raaponaaa ara accounted for. Low occupational 

mobility (9-.2) lowara SMTB to .82, and high occupational mobility 

(0-2) lowara it further to .70. QJ? reductions par dollar of program 

coat first fall fro* a .4 impact affect to .33 with cero occupational 

nobility, than rise to a 38 reduction with high occupational nobility. 

Employment Pronrams for tov-Skill Workers 

In a competitive neoclassical economy, employment programs for lov^- 

akill workara hava a poaitiva affect on thia group's income. Tha with- 

drawal of thaaa workara from tha private sector forcaa up the wage of 



tha low akillad and inducea an incraaaa in vork af fort. Both of these 

•f-fecta ralsavtha' Income of tha low-skill group. Tha transfer efficiency 

and GHP Impact of targeted employment programs la- greataat in an economy 

with low elaaticltiaa of substitution, when the Induced wage rate changes 

can be quite large. The calculated changaa in GUP assume that tha 

employment program •produces a service whose value la exactly Vjual to 

tha program's cost. If tha value of the output of a dollar spent in tha 

public employment program is less than a dollar. GHP affects must be 

correspondingly reduced and may become negative. 

Expanding Demand for High-Skill Workers

Since World War IIgovernment policies have tended to promote 

employment of the skilled. Industries that are intensive users of 

highly skilled workers— education, health, aircraft, ordnance, and 

state and local administration— have been growing very rapidly, primarily 

because of increase^ governmental purchases and subsidies. In the 

abort run, the supply of skilled workers ia fixed. The government 

(or the firms and nonprofit institutions that act as its agent) can hire 

more skilled workers only by bidding the* away from other fir.mj. The 

resulting rise in the skilled wage drives down the real wage of the 

low-skill worker. Thia has the additional affect of reducing the low-

skill labor supply. Whan elasticities of substitution are high these 

affects are minor, when elasticities of substitution are low these 

effects' are very large indeed. The immediate reduction in the income 

of low-skill workers ia $2.03 for every extra dollar spent hiring skilled 

workers. CM? fella as 'well (by 41c) because the. lower low-skill wage 



Induces a reduction in labor tupply. After a time, training decisions will 

respond to tba riaa in tba •kill premium, and tba supply of aklllad labor 

will incraaaa and tba lop-skill waga will tand to riaa again toward V»« 

previous level. Tha'akilled worker employment program simulation 

illuatrataa aa important laason. Whan a govarnmant program raquiraa. 

higbly apacialisad workers whose training takes considerable tlmt, the 

government abould expand tba supply of high-skill workers (through 

training aobeidjea) before the program itself is allowed to expand. A 

"tralnjng-flret" strategy will not only; lower the ultimate budgetary 

cost of the program, it will also reduce, if it does not prevent, the  

rise in the skill premium and thus help achieve income distribution goals. 

Investment Subsidies

In a full-employment economy an inveatment tax credit affects 

GNP and the income of other factors only to the* extent that the supply 

of savings responds to the rate of return. This la not a new finding: 

Taubman and Wales (1969) demonstrated. that in a neoclassical growth 

model a completely inelastic supply of ssvings (n • 0), implies that 

aa investment subsidy will causa no change in capital stock or GNP. 

Even when the interest elasticity of savings la assumed to be unreasonably 

high (n _ • 1)» an investment subsidy produces almost no benefits for 

the low skilled. Because high-skill workers are complementary in 

production with capital, they benefit to a much greater extent. When 

0 • .2 and elasticities of substitution are low, a dollar of Investment 

subsidy raises the income of the skilled by 9 .61 while raising the income 

of the low skilled by only $ .08.  



Education and Training Programs

Tha general equilibrium affacts of aducatlon and training programs 

(MI) seem to make them substantially more cost affactlva than la 

Indicata4 by tha standard avaluatlon methodology of comparing aarnings 

of trainaas and a Matched control group. Tha training program sioulatad 

in this modal Is assumed to have a benefit-cost ratio of ona, as* 

conventionally calculated (Impact B/C - 1), and to raise the low-skill 

workers' productivity by 30 percent. Tha present value of the increase 

in the trained individual's productivity Is exactly equal to the cost

of the training..9  

The Irregular time pattern of costs and benefits, however. Bakes 

It difficult for a static equilibrium Model to characterise the outcome. 

This problem is finessed By defining costs in such a way than the timing' 

of coats and benefits are identical. Coats are, therefore, the rent 

on the Investment In human capital, rather than the value of the Investment 
10 In human capital itaelf. .The tabulated multipliers assume that these 

costs are the classroom and study time spent by the student or trainee. 

This time cornea at the expense of leisure (column 9 of Tables 3 and 4) 

and at tha expense of work (column 8,of Tables 3 and 4). If training time 

comas at the expense of work, a B/C of ona implies that there is no 

first-round Impact on GHP. 

In tha second round, however, E&T operates like an enployment 

program. At much lower coat it withdraws workers from the stock of 

low-skill labor, raising the waga of those who remain and inducing an  

increase in their supply of labor. These effects are especially large 



if elasticities of substitution are low; There are no corresponding 

reductions in the labor supply of high-skill workers because the wage 

elasticity of average hours worked of people In these occupations is 

sero. In the short run, before occupational choice and-the capital 

stock have had a chance to adjust to the new set of relative prices 

(0 - n . • nCT • 0), the transfer efficiency (SKTE) of this strategy 

Is very high (see panel 3 of Tables 3 and 4). When elasticities of 

Substitution are high, every dollar spent raises the income of those 

trained and those, who remain low skilled by $1.74. When elasticities 

are low, the short-run transfer efflcfency is an astounding 13.7. This 

occurs because training 1 percent of the low-skill workers has s rental 

cost of only three-tenths of a percent of the low-skill wage bill but 

raises their wage rate by 3.35 percent and the hours worked of those who 

remain in the unskilled work force by three-fourths of a percent. 

Though transfer efficiency tends to diminish as time passes, it remains 

higher than the best alternative program, the VS. The GNP multiplier 

declines when passing time gives occupational choice decisions a chance 

to respond to the lowered wage premium for skill. The GNP multiplier may 

rise with time if the supply of capital is highly responsive to the rate 

of return. Since capital and high-skill labor are complementary, the 

reduced price of high-skill labor raises the productivity of capital and 

this induces an increase in savings. 

Training programs have high transfer-efficiencies and positive effects 

oa GNP because they produce a net addition to the supply of high-skill 

labor available to the private'sector by causing a subtraction from the 



supply of low-skill labor. To tha extant that thara ia in fact no such 

redistribution of the relative- supplies of labor, these second-round 

effects on GNP and target group come would diminish to zero. In tha 

program Modeled in Tables 3 and 4, training costa are tha foregone 

earnings of the student. Np other costs are incurred. If some of the 

costs of a training program pay for tha time of high-skill workera who 

supervise the student, SMTE'a and GNP multipliers are reduced somewhat. 

If all training coata are tine inputa of high-skill workers (i.e., 

learning time does not result in tha student's producing leaa in his 

low-skill job), GNP multipliers will be 77 percent of  those tabulated.

Tha SMTB for auch a high-skill intensive training program would be 

SKTB11 • (SMTB <rD .'77-+-1, or fro« 77 to 90 percent of those  tabulated 

in column 8. The abort-run SMTE'a of 1.74 and 13.7 'reported earlier 

become 1.57 and 10.8. 

Tha ninth column of Tables 3 and 4 presents policy multipliers

for a training program that does not withdraw the trainee from the low-

skill labor force during tha training period: all training costs are 
 

assumed to be foregone leiaure time. Correspondence couraea and night 

schools come cloae to fitting this characterization. Since the training 

activity reduces leisure rather than output, the impact GNP multiplier  

is one. Accounting for general equilibrium responses to the training 

program raises the GNP multiplier as it did the E&T multiplier. The 

night achool GNP multiplier is roughly the E&T multiplier plus one. 

Transfer efficiency declines, however. The reduction in the low-skill 

labor supply is smaller because there is no aubtraction during the 

training period, land this causes a smaller Increase' in the low-skill wage. 



what Jiappens to general equilibrium policy multipliers if training 

is organized inefficiently? As the impact B/C ratio falls below one, there 

tend* to be a proportionate reduction in transfer efficiency. Large 

reductions in inpact benefit-cost ratios will produce negative GNP 

multipliers for economies with high elasticities of substitution, or high 

occupational choice response elasticities. Column 10 of Tables 3 and 4 

presents policy multipliers for an E&T program that must train two workers 

to accomplish the transfer of one worker into the higher-skilled work 

force. The tabulated multipliers suggest that even highly Inefficient 

E&T programs produce substantial income benefits for'the low skilled. 

A training program with a B/C » .5 has a higher transfer efficiency 

than an NIT, an earning subsidy or public employment for all parameter 

combinations simulated. If elasticities of substitution are low, it 

has a higher transfer efficiency than a wage subsidy. The GNP multipliers 

tabulated in column 10-suggest, however, that if training programs lire 

run at only half efficiency, the transfer of Income to the low skilled 

comes at the long run expense of GNP. GNP multipliers are positive only 

In the low substitution economy and when the occupational choice 

elasticity is .2 or less. In the other simulations, the GNP reduction . 

Is generally smaller than that produced by an NIT but larger than that 

produced by a.wage subsidy or employment program. 

4. Summary and Suggestions for Further Research 

The strategy of this paper has been to mathematically specify a 

complete set of interacting factor markets, parameterize alternative 

antipoverty program types in s convenient manner, and then solve the 



system of equations that charabterite this economy for comparative static  

responses to program parameters. 

The first question to be examined was how the consideration of 

general equilibrium effects changes the ranking ot programs relative fo 

impact effect calculations in which wage rates are considered to be 

exogenous? Within the income maintenance category the rankings implicit 

in impact effect analysis recur, in the general equilibrium. By the 

twin criteria of the GNP multipliers and transfer efficiency, wage 

subsidies are preferred to earnings subsidies or NIT's. Impact-effects. 

are'often quite misleading for'the other programs, however, in a 

full-employment economy with fixed wage rates but no unions or minimum 

wages (the assumptions implicit in an Impact effect), an employment  

program for'the low skilled does not benefit this group: When wages are 

allowed to respond, however, the GNP multiplier and transfer efficiency 

both become positive—especially when elasticities of substitution and 

occupational mobility are low. Employment programs 'for the high skilled 

(such as the space program) which have no first-round Impact effect on 

the low skilled can have devastating effects on the low-skill wage rate 

if elasticities of substitution are low. 

Another important finding is the powerful general equilibrium 

effects of education and training. Education or training programs' 

with impact benefit cost ratios of one have short-run transfer efficiencies 

as high as 3.7 and GNP.multipliers as high as 2.5 when elasticities- 

of substitution are low. Time for occupational choice to respond or 

higher elasticities of substitution lower these multipliers. As long 



as the impact benefit-cost ratios are greater than one, however, training- 

programs remain considerably aore efficient than alternative prograas 

for aiding the working poor for all reasonable values of the paraaaters. 

The high benefit-cost ratios found for education and training prograas 

when general equilibrium effects are included stands-in stark contrast 

to the often stated view that "the evaluations and relevant research suggest

that [the effect of education and training prograas for the poor] 

om the redaction of poverty .was minimal" (Levin, 1977, p. 179). The

evaluations of antipoverty training prograas which are the basis of such 

stateasnts have only attempted to. measure iapact effects and are, therefore, 

an incomplete basis for evaluating success in achieving income distribution 

goals. 

The second issue examined was how GNP multipliers and transfer 

efficiencies vary (a) as time passes and the economy approaches its 

long-run equilibrium values, or (b) in economies with substantially 

different values for crucial parameters. If training decisions are made 

before or at the time of entry into the labor market, the responsiveness 

of occupational supplies to a permanent shift in the wage premium for 

skill should Increase with time. As time passes, the GOT,multiplier and 

transfer efficiency of training and other programs that reduce the supply 

of low-skill workers will fall. The adjustment of the capital stock to the 

new equilibrium tends to reinforce Initial impact effects. A high 

responsiveness of saving to the rate .of return results in favorable GNP 

effects for programs'(such as training) that lower the cost of a factor 

complementary with capital, high-skill labor. 



The sizes of GNP and of low-Skill income multipliers are quite 

sensitive to the elasticity of aubatitution between factors of production. 

Higher elasticities raise the multipliers for the wage' subsidy and lower 

them for programs whose initial Impact la to withdraw low-skill labor 

from the private sector—NIT's, ' earnings subsidys, employment' 

programs and training. 

what lessons for current policy doea this analysis yield? Taking 

into account general equilibrium effecta, the preferred aet of pollciea 

for aiding low-wage workers and "the employable poor seems ttf be training 

and wage aubaidiaa. Subsidies of on-'the-job training are, however, 

difficult, to admlnlater. OJT Is an inseparable part of the production 

process. Thus, there is no way of knowing how much training is occurring 

'and, therefore, no way of limiting the subsidy to training alone. Setting 

strict training standards'nay reduce somewhat the number of employers 

who get their labor costs subsidized without .providing very much training. 

Cloae governmental aurvelllence haa disadvantages, however. It inevitably 

increases the paper work and restricts the firm's flexibility. Thia 

discourages firms from participating in the program, thereby reducing the 

Impact of the program for any given amount of subsidy per worker. 

Thia problem can be avoided by integrating training and employment 

subsidies and not attempting to directly control the proportions of aid  

going to eech. A variety of approaches 'are available and need to be' 

studied. One alternative is'to award vouchers of varying size and of 

limited duration.to unemployed workers and new lebor force entrants which 

can be taken to any eligible employer. Thia approach targets the subsidy  

at groups defined as needy by recent difficulties'in getting a job. These



vouchers could result ia tho workor receiving oa x-cent par hour premium over

whatever tho standard wage to for that job, where I would depend upon

tho wage rate, tho amount of OJT, and/or tha numberof tho worker's

dependents. Tho minimumwage lov would apply to tho postsubsidy vaga. 

Employees would receive tho premium aa part of their paychoek and 

employers would bo reimbursed by tho government. Altanutlvaly tho 

oaployar eo«14 bo pa!4 a Y-eoat par hour proodua vharo T dopoado upon 

tho aonunt of preaiaad training and vhathar o worker la phyaically 

diaablad, rocolviaf waoaployMBt eoapoaoatioa or AftC payaoato, or to 

a MM labor' fore* ontraat. 

A aoeood altaraotiva la to of far a<d>ai41oa to flroa that axf«a4 

thoir ooBloyaoat and trainlag of lovokill workaro. Job claaaifieatiooa 

oligtblo for'aifcaldy v«u!4 havo to havo-aooa training coaoonaa^, ao4 o 

pay. rato of loaa thaa 13.30 at tho tiao tho lov io propoood. A fir* 

would roeoivo a oofcoldy only for alislblo ooyloyaaat groatar than 80 

poreoat of a baoo period lovol. 

Tho objoetlvo of thooo protraao ta to iacraaao tha oaployamt aad 

waaoo of tha targot populatloa but aot at tho ospoaoa of tho ooployaoat 

opportwitiaa for othor low>akill vorkara. lapoalag opoor lioita oo 

tho M*or of auboldttod ooployooa a fir* Bight oaploy would toad to 

dofoat thta objoctivo.1 0 ftra will hava ao Ucoatlvo to axpond ooployojrat 

of4owaklll workoro, to of far ki|har waaoo ifo attract thoao workoro, ao4 

to lowor prtcoo to ftad a oorkat for tho omtro production only if it 

goto aoro owkoidy l« tho protooo. If thoof tra> to aliottod only a fUod 

auofeor of o«baidiao4 ooployooa, tha aokaidy will bo oa outright tlft 

to tho fir* aad will only eoooo oubaldiood oaoloyooo to roploco 

wAowbaidiaod lovokill workora. 



Tbo aodel preaented la thio paper l» both Coo coaplox tad coo a lap la. 
» 

While Cho complexity of tbo interaction* in tho aodol do act prevent Cho 

derivation of analytical reeulta, Chey do aako interpretation of tbo 

analytical solution overly burdenaoaa. Thoroforo, aiaulatioa approach 

Co tho preaancatloa of our rooolco hai booa aocooaary. OB Cho othor 

head, Cho aodol aeglecco Co Croac a boat of laportaat labor aarkac 

iaatlCuCloaa aad phenomena— tan oyataao already la placa, atntaiai va§oo ( 

uaioaa, aaaaployaanc, immigration,.and iatoraatloaal Crado, Co aaao only 

a few. txtonaioao of *Cbo aodol t« include choao phaaoaaaa aro highly 

doalrablo. Tba clalaf of prograa iapacto aloo aooda Co bo oxaainod la 

oa acplleitly dyaaadc aedol. 

Bowovor, aa a aodol bocoaao aoro eoap\fx( tbo auabor of paraaotoro for 

which eoaaoaauo eatiaatoo aro ro^olrod riooo. Zc ia Cho availability of 

owch ooaooaaoo oatiaatoo that providoo tho fumlaaontal eoaatralaC oa Cho 

roolioa or eoapUxlty of • olaHlatloa aodol. lacluoioa of aBoaployaoaC 

aad aaloa vago baharior voold ro^ttlro a largo aotrii of aoch eoaoonoua 

•araaotoro. 

Thia aatrciao ia aodel-buildiai hao ohowa Cho oonaltivlty of goaorol 

o^ulllbtrlaa outeoaad C« aaatfaptloaa above Cho aacoro of aubttltutloa 

poaaibilltiaa ia o«r ocoaoay oad Cho roapoaoivaaooo of oecopatloaal eholeo 

Co relative vagoo. 0«* ignorance of chooo fuadaaontat behavioral relatlona 

ia profooad. It ia hoped choc oapirieal reoeerca oa Choeo two laaoae 

win be atiaulatad by Cho evideac aeod for the 



FOOTNOTES 

1 Barth(1974) uood tranafar afflcioacy. It io aot • ajaaoura of 

tho welfare gala accruing to tha anoktUod group, aor • aaaaura of incidence.

2 It ojnat *l*o bo •••uaoi that tha individual oligiblo for a vaga 

oubolo> of hlo oa-tba-job. traiaiaf oooto ia aot a aaabar of a faally that 

ia iaaliglbla for oa in or IS boeauaa of tho high earnings of ooao 

other faally awabor. Nodallat tho offoeto of «]ibtia> prograao oa traialag 

doeialoao ia a vary coapltcitod aattar requiring a auch aora earaful 

aaalyata thaa io aoooiblo Kara. 

3 Theatllltr-fiawtloa-baaod olaulatioeo of aa KIT vi(h a aovorty llao 

guaraataa aatf a SO porcoat ta* rata taply that a vrograa coot lag 115. S 

blUloa eavaoa oa oaralago r^uetloa of 14.3 blllloa. Of thlo coot, 

20.ft aorcoat la duo to tho eoatractioa of labor oupfly, aa4 oo tho laoaet 

al/dt • -4.3/13.3 (1 - .206) • -.307. Doiag tho coafflciaat oiaulattoa 

froa Carflakal an4 NMtoro (fonhcoving. Tablo 11.)). tho oociaaco of tho 

iaoaet «/dl • -.337. Wo choooo -.4 ao our oottaato of iapaet dX/dt.

4 According to Garflakal aa4 Maotoro, oiaulattoaa fla4 tho aor 

aollar alaiacaativa of aa IS ia graatar thaa that of aa KIT. Poraoao 

vitk alaoat ao oanlago roeoiva aweh largor awaHo ia aa KIT. Siaco 

thoir iaitial work offort io «o oaall. thora io o oaallor r*ducttoa la 

oAraiaga oar collar of oobtldy thaa for aooflo vhooo iaitial aaraiago 

aro high aaoaga to oaka thaa aligibla for a largo U oayaaat. Carfiakal 

aa4 Ntataro ao'aot, bovovor, taka accotat of tho 4Utlnct offoet of 



aa IS oo, cho labor forco participation of haada, ao tholr raaulta My 

bo aa ovorootiaato. 

Tbo olaatleity of daaaad for low-akill labor vith roapoet to ita 

own prico dooo not hold output find. It ia obtainod by aaauatinf pricaa 

and quaatitioa of othar inputa to bo find and aubatitutiag (1) into (2) 

and oolving for a*}/**} yioldinf ic^^/d-*^). Holdini output conatant 

(dkj/dTj • fjO^j) cauaaa tho aiaglo aarkat policy oultipllara to deviate even

more fro* tho tonaral aquilibrlua aultipliara. 

6 Conlisk(19W) haa ahowa that, ia a Koynaaiaa aeoaoay (oao ia which 

thoro ia uaoaployaont and a aavinga rato that roapoada to tho lavol of 

waoaployaoat) tho- apoad of adjuataoat la throa tlaaa graator than tha full 

oaployaoat aooaia utiliMfd by tho Satoa. 

7 Theseootiaataa of aodiua run policy aultipliara aro tory rough 

approjdaatioao for thay ar« baaod oa atatic aqulllbrliai aodol approximation 

to what ia ia roality a dyaaade dlooquilibriua phoaoaoaoa. 

8 This isadadttodly aa laeoaploto baaia for pollcyaaklnt. Othar 

conaidoratioao aro (a) iapacta oa inflation and uaoaployaoat, (b) tha 

roductioa ia voluntary lalaura, (e) tho roducf ioa ia vagoo for unsubsidized members

of tho akIU claaa. and (d) adainiatrativo foaaibility. 
 

9 Generaloquilibriua policy aultipliara for training aro quite sensitive

to tho aaauaod coat of traaaforalag a lowakill vorkar into 

a aigh-akfll vorkor. Holding cooataat tho B/C » 1, a IS porcont vago 

differentialfor akill iaplioa that eoata aro lowoj by 50 porcont and 

nultipliora aro alaoat rwico aa largo. 



10 A number of interesting issues are raised by the timingof tho 

labor market impacts of training. A full diacucdoa of themis, however, 

beyond tho scope of this paper. They aro discussed mroefully in. 
(Bishop, 1977). Goorgo Johnson is also working on this topic. 
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